Experience history on the Gotthard Panorama Express and make travel itself an experience – a personal journey by boat and train between Central Switzerland and Ticino.

Timetable.
The Gotthard Panorama Express runs from 15 April to 22 October 2023. You will find the timetable on the last page.

Experience.
There are connections to long-distance trains (national and international) in Arth-Goldau, Bellinzona and Lugano.

Our travel guides welcome you at the station and they will be pleased to tell you stories about the Gotthard Panorama route.

The train also has a photo coach with windows to open, which makes it the ideal place for taking photographs.

Services.
Our multilingual tour guides will provide you with travel information, sightseeing information and insider tips for the region.

Snacks or a Ticino-style cold platter will be served directly to you at your seat in the panorama train.
Gotthard Panorama Express.
Lucerne → Lake Lucerne → Flüelen → Gotthard → Lugano

Season: 15 April to 22 October 2023
Tuesday to Sunday including public holidays.

To make travel into an experience …

... cruise across Lake Lucerne from Lucerne to Flüelen by motor or steamboat.

... go past the historical sites of early Switzerland, such as the Rütli, the Tell Chapel, the Schiller Stone and Treib.

... obtain exciting information from our multilingual travel guides on the panorama train.

... open the windows in the photo coach and feel the airstream.

... let the presentations on the story behind Gotthard Railway's origins fascinate you.

... enjoy the journey on the panorama train with its unique landscapes and diverse loop tunnels and bridges from Flüelen to Mediterranean Ticino.

Inclusive services.

- Multilingual travel guides
- Documents on sights of interest and the course of the route
- Audio-visual presentation on the history of the Gotthard Railway
- Reserved seat in the 1st class panorama coach
- Access to the photo coach
- Free Wi-Fi
- Lovely farewell
- Other surprises

Reservations and obligatory supplement.

- Seats must be reserved on the train.
- A supplement of CHF 16 is charged with the reservation.
- Reservations can be made from December for the following year’s season.
- No seat reservation is required for the section of the route by boat

Tickets.

- All national and international tickets are valid.
- The ticket must be valid «by boat» for the section of the route by boat between Lucerne and Flüelen.
- Groups of 10 or more people benefit from a 30% discount.
- On the Gotthard route between Arth-Goldau and Lugano, the train only operates panorama cars in 1st class; a 1st class ticket is required. Passengers with a 2nd class ticket must purchase a class upgrade as well as the supplement to travel in the panorama train.

For more information on the Gotthard Panorama Express, to order the sales manual which will be published in Q4/22 or if you have any questions, please contact our sales team directly.

SBB AG
Gotthard Panorama Express
Vulkanplatz 11, CH-8048 Zürich
sales-gopex@sbb.ch